
Photographer 

PWS Distributors 

 

Overview: 

PWS Distributors is part of the Danesmoor Group, the market leader KBB 
conglomerate specialising in the design, manufacture and distribution of KBB products 
to a wide and varied customer base. PWS Distributors specialises in the distribution of 
design led, commercially relevant kitchen components for B2B trade partners sold 
through multiple sale channels, brands and opportunities. Product development, 
innovation and exceptional customer service, continue to be the driving force behind 
the business. 

The successful candidate will Capture and curation of assets, both imagery and video 
based, that best fit the groups creative strategy and brand guidelines and 
demographics. Editing of assets to create professional, industry leading imagery and 
videos using Adobe Creative suite programs. 

Responsibilities:  

▪ Typical content requirements ranges from, Product imagery; Staged interior 
shoots – either in showrooms or in purpose built settings; Case study shoots or 
installations on site all over the UK; Event photography on location; Digital 
marketing imagery such as lifestyle led imagery – flat lays and vignettes 

▪ Management and organisation of the groups image library and assets with 
concise filing and image tagging 

▪ Work effective in a team environment, actively able to develop and support 
team members 

▪ Follow art direction from the designers when capturing the assets required to 
communicate the key messaging of products and shoots 

▪ UK wide travel would be required to carry out shoots on location, with some of 
these taking place outside of normal working hours 

▪ Work with the 3D Digital Artist on post production and imagery capturing to 
enable high quality production of textures and materials with input into lighting 
and composition 

 
Essential Skills and Experience: 

▪ Minimum 3 years’ experience in photography and video of interiors and/or 
furniture 

▪ Excellent eye for composition and lighting 
▪ An all-rounded skill base that encompasses capturing of assets and subsequent 

editing, processing including audio for video 
▪ Experience using professional camera equipment and peripherals 
▪ Comprehensive understanding of editing software such as Photoshop, 

Premiere from the Adobe Creative Suite 
▪ Ability to showcase a high-quality, photography and video-based portfolio of 

interior or product-based assets 



▪ Flexibility to travel and work varied hours to suit shooting hours dependant on 
project type 

▪ Have strong communication skills, teamwork and proactiveness 
▪ Have excellent time management and ability to juggle priorities between tasks 
 

Desired Skills and Experience: 

▪ Possess industry and product knowledge  
 

Job Type: Full time, permanent 

 


